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Dear guests – what you are reading is a little brochure
accompanying the art project.
Celebrating the complete redecoration of this centrally located
hotel in the historic district of Basel, the hallways and the guest
rooms all feature comic art showing scenes from the lives of
famous guests Basel has welcomed throughout its history. All
of these personalities left their mark on our city and its history
in one way or another, whether they stayed in Basel for a longer
period of time or were just passing through.
Kati Rickenbach is the artist who has designed the portraits and
comic strips. She has done so with empathy and imagination.

The personalities we have chosen each represent an age – and each age in turn is represented by one floor
of the hotel.
1st floor:
2nd floor:
3rd floor:
4th floor:
5th floor:

the Sculptor 		Jean Tinguely (20th c.)
the Poet		Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (18th/19th c.)
the Mathematicians		Jacob and Johann Bernoulli (17th/18th c.)
the Theologian and Humanist		Erasmus von Rotterdam (16th c.)
the Painter		Konrad Witz (15th c.)

Looking at this list, you might notice that there are no women. The reason for this is that women were long
denied an intellectual or artistic education and profession – and as such could not work to the greater glory
of Basel, whether they lived here or were only passing through.

1st floor / 20th c.

Jean Tinguely (1925-1991)
World renowned
Swiss sculptor working
with iron
Born in Fribourg, Jeannot grows up in Basel. The headstrong boy does his apprenticeship as a decorator in
the department store Globus. He then attends the Basel
School of Arts and Crafts. He makes his way, decorating
shop windows in Basel with the widely recognized

sculptures made of wire. In 1952, Tinguely moves to
Paris with his wife, Eva Aeppli. Aeppli is known for her
life-sized, sombre dolls made from fabric.
All his life, Tinguely is very interested in the movement
and sounds of machines that he creates from material
found in junkyards. He is the main representative of kinetic art (movable objects). In his first exhibition in Paris
(1955), his work is exhibited next to works of Duchamp,
Calder and Vasarely. He takes part in exhibitions in
Milan and Stockholm.
In 1960, Tinguely shows his auto-destructive work of art
with Homage to New York, in which a massive machine
destroys itself – it auto-destructs. In the same year, Eva
Aeppli leaves Tinguely. The last big auto-destruction takes
place in front of the Duomo in Milan in 1970.

His success in Switzerland starts with his statue
Heureka, which he builds for the Swiss Expo 1964 in
Lausanne. This is the first time that he paints the metal
parts black
In 1967, he creates a wall-mounted relief for the Swiss
Pavilion at the World Fair in Montreal and a sculpture
garden for the French Pavilion. This last one is done
in cooperation with Niki de Saint Phalle, who became
his second wife in 1971 and who becomes famous in
her own right with her colourful, lush Nana Women’s
Figures.
It is during the great project of «Le Cyclop» that he first
works with his assistant Seppi Imhof.
Together with his longtime friend Bernhard Luginbühl,
from Berne, Tinguely builds the giant sculpture

Crocrodrome for the opening of the Centre Georges
Pompidou in Paris (1977). Luginbühl is also a sculptor
working with iron and builds large wooden sculptures
which he then burns spectacularly.
His fountain in front of the city’s theatre becomes a
Basel landmark. The fountain is made up of 10 machine
sculptures, put together from parts of the old theatre,
that spray and splash water, all of them arranged in a
shallow pool.
From 1981 on, he is more concerned with death, as
can be seen in the animals’ skulls, the bones and horns
that are incorporated into the machines; as well as in
the «Mengele-Totentanz» (Mengele’s Danse Macabre)
(1986).

Tinguely has to have a heart operation. He died in
Berne, on August 30, 1991.
In 1996, the Museum Tinguely is opened in Basel,
Paul Sacher-Anlage 1. The museum shows works from
all phases of the artist’s life.

2nd floor /18th/19th c.

Johann Wolfgang
von Goethe (1749-1832)
The poet laureate of
German literature
During his first trip to Switzerland, which took place
as a part of the then traditional grand tour, 26-year-old
Johann Wolfgang Goethe stays in Basel in 1775.
According to his diary, he visits the «Städtische Bibliothek» (city library) in the house «zur Mücke», which also
housed an art collection and a collection of curiosities.

In Goethe’s time, the museum is the place where the
core holdings of the later Basel museums are kept.
These collections are called «libraries» because taking
care of the book collections is their primary function.
These books will later all be given to the University
library. On his way to the house «zur Mücke», down
the Freie Strasse and up the Schlüsselberg, Goethe is
wearing the hero’s costume from his epistolary novel
The Sorrows of Young Werther – a book which enjoys
raging success throughout Europe at the time. But no
one recognizes the man walking down Freie Strasse!
Goethe wrote the novel, which is published within the
year, in 1774. The novel is inspired by Goethe’s meeting
with Charlotte Buff. He falls madly in love with her, but
she is already promised to another – and lets Goethe
know that she can only offer him friendship.

The same day, Goethe, who is very interested in art,
goes to St. Johanns-Vorstadt 15, where the 38-year-old
engraver and art buyer Christian von Mechel lives. He
takes Goethe on a tour through his engraving workshop.
Mechel had lived in Paris and Rome and proves to be
very good at making his way from artist to man of the
world, to manager of an important enterprise and generally to an influential personality in the city of Basel.
In 1760, the council names him «Copper Engraver of
the City of Basel» and a year later, he is admitted to the
«Himmelszunft», the artists’ guild.
A third visit, which Goethe makes on July 8, 1775, is
to Isaak Iselin, a Basel figure of Enlightenment and 21
years his senior. Iselin recognizes the author of «Werther» immediately. Iselin himself studied the law and,
since 1756, has held the office of secretary to the Basel
council, a prestigious and influential position. He is the

author of an essay entitled A Philanthropist’s Philosophic
and Patriotic Dreams. In 1768, the first general reading
book that he authored is published. Iselin is also the
co-founder of the GGG, the «Society for the Furthering
of the Good and Public Welfare». Iselin’s statue is in
the courtyard of the «Schmiedenhof» (entrance via
Gerbergasse) and his memorial can be seen in the Basel
Münster.
The meeting of Goethe and Iselin seems to have been
an amiable one. It is surprising, though, that
Goethe does not mention it in any of his letters – in contrast to Iselin, who calls the poet a bit of a «showman».

3rd floor / 17th/18th c.

The brothers Jacob
and Johann Bernoulli
Basel’s world-famous
mathematicians
Jacob Bernoulli (1654-1705) is the firstborn son of
councillor Niclaus Bernoulli-Schoenauer. His grandfather in turn was Jacob Bernoulli, who died young, and
who had brought the Antwerp family of Bernoulli to
Basel. He became a citizen of Basel in 1622.

The father decides that his firstborn should join the
clergy. Jacob does finish his studies in theology at
22 years of age, but never works from a Basel pulpit.
He also declines to work in Strasbourg as a protestant
minister. Without his father’s knowledge, he immerses
himself in mathematical books. After time spent in
Schaffhausen, France, the Netherlands and England
– where he worked as a private tutor – Jacob Bernoulli
returns to Basel, where he very successfully holds his first
lectures on experimental physics.

behind autobiographical notes, correspondence and
scientific articles.

When the professor of Mathematics dies, the
University of Basel assumes as a matter of fact that
Jacob Bernoulli should take over for him. He will keep
the job for 18 years. For over a century, the chair of
Mathematics is closely tied to the Bernoulli family
name. Much less is known of Jacob Bernoulli’s life
than of his younger brother Johann’s life, who left

Following this suspension, Jacob lives quietly in his
hometown as a teacher and a researcher – but he is
not left alone by his jealous younger brother Johann,
whom he had introduced to mathematical sciences.
The discord between the brothers continues until Jacob,
who has developed both calculus and probability theory,
dies. When Johann is on his way

Johann I. Bernoulli (1667-1748) is a quiet scholar.
Only once does he make himself heard in public: he
criticizes the bad state of affairs at the University during
the general uproar that gets a hold of Basel in 1691.
Certain colleagues do not stand for that. They make sure
that world famous Jacob Bernoulli is suspended for a
year.

back from Groningen, Netherlands, where he taught
brilliantly for ten years, he learns that his older brother has
died. He is then called to the chair of Mathematics .
Already in 1692 – he had then discovered the formula
of calculating spirals – did Jacob Bernoulli speak of his
wish to have the motive of the spiral put on his tomb. This
wish was granted. It is the image of a spiral that is to be
seen on the memorial of the man «who will always count
as the greatest mathematician of his time, next to Newton
and Leibniz.»
Johann I Bernoulli held the chair of Mathematics at the
University of Basel for 42 years, until his death.
Basel remembers these great mathematicians with
marble busts in the Bernoullianum, opened in 1874, and
the street that is named after them, the Bernoullistrasse.

4th floor /16th c.

Erasmus of
Rotterdam (ca. 1465-1536)
Theologian and
Humanist of European
Dimensions

In 1514, Erasmus of Rotterdam comes to Basel, the
city famous for its printing community. He is about 50
years old at that time and both a Doctor of Theology
(Turin) and a priest. He is famous in learned circles for
his satire In Praise of Folly, published in 1511, in which
he denounces the state of affairs in the church. Already
in this, his first book, he takes a stand for tolerance in
religious questions.
He brings with him the work he has done for the printing of a new edition of the New Testament. Erasmus is
staying with the printer Johannes Froben in the Totengässlein (it houses today’s Pharmaziemuseum of the
University of Basel, Totengässlein 3). Froben’s office is a
place where many linguists socialize, who are fluent in
Hebrew, Greek and Latin. The theologian and the printer
decide to publish a new Greek-Latin edition of the New
Testament. The later protestant reformer of Basel,

Johannes Oekolampad, translates the old Hebrew text
to Greek at Erasmus’ request. The book is published in
1516. Oekolampad, the priest of St. Martin’s Church in
Basel, marries Wibrandis Rosenblatt in 1528. After his
death, she goes on to marry Wolfgang Capito, a protestant reformer of Strasbourg, and then later – in a fourth
marriage – Martin Butzer, also a protestant reformer in
Strasbourg.
Since 1519, Hans Holbein the Younger has been
working as an illustrator for the Basel based printer and
publisher Froben. It is in 1523 that he paints Erasmus’
likeness a couple of times. One of the two versions of
«Erasmus Writing» is to be seen in Basel’s Kunstmuseum, the other one in the Louvre in Paris. Even before
he had painted the portrait of Erasmus, Holbein had
shown his gift as a portrait painter in 1516 with the

painting of Basel’s mayor Jakob Meyer zum Hasen and
his wife Dorothea Kannengiesser (also to be seen in the
Basel Kunstmuseum).
In 1528/29, the council of Basel has to see through the
implementation of the «Reformationsordnung», a new
legislative order, which declared the holding of mass
illegal. They do this also because the guilds pushed for
it to happen. Erasmus however wants to hold on to his
old faith and leaves for Freiburg im Breisgau. Although
he supports the reforming ideas of Martin Luther at first,
the two theologians part ways a bit later.
It is only when the situation calms down in Basel
that Erasmus returns, already a man marked by death.
Again, he stays with Johannes Froben who has moved
to Bäumleingasse in the meantime. In 1536, Erasmus

dies in Froben’s house from Typhoid. He is buried in the
protestant Münster, Basel’s cathedral, where his family is
allowed to put up a plaque for him – the man who had
adhered to the old faith all his life.
The more than 2000 letters he left behind document
the polymath’s acquaintances with almost everyone of
note in his time.

5th floor /15th c.

Konrad Witz (um 1400-1445?)
Altarpiece and mural
painter from
Rottweil a. Neckar
When in 1431 the council, that will last until 1448/49
and make Basel the centre of the efforts towards Reformation, is called by Pope Eugen IV and opened in Basel,
there is also a painter by the name of Konrad Witz in
town. He hopes to be commissioned by the magistrate.

He is only allowed to start working on the «Heilsspiegelaltar», a winged altarpiece in the church of St. Leonhard, once he becomes a member of the Himmelszunft
in 1434, the artists’ guild, and marries a craftsman’s
daughter, as is customary. He becomes a citizen of Basel
in 1435. It is around that time that he begins his work
on the altarpiece – an altarpiece that is dismantled in
the Reformation in 1529. The middle part has been lost
ever since, the two wings can be seen in the city’s art
museum, the Kunstmuseum.
The themes of the altarpiece are taken from a late
medieval devotional, in which stories of the Old Testament are read in such a way as to point toward the New
Testament and the deliverance of humankind.
Konrad Witz’ known body of work is small and widely
scattered. There are 19 pieces of 3 winged altarpieces

and single plates. Nothing is left of the murals he
painted in the Kornhaus at Petersplatz. The altar for Saint
Peter in the St-Pierre-Cathedral, Geneva, commissioned
by the Bishop of Geneva who had attended the Basel
Council, still exists – a work of art the artist probably finished shortly before his death. This is highly likely because
his wife Ursula is named as «Master Conrat the late
painter’s widow» in sources. – By the way: in 1443, the
couple bought the house «Zum Pflug» in Freie Strasse.
Fragments of Witz’s Totentanz (Danse Macabre) are in
the Basel History Museum. He had painted the life-sized
figures on the wall surrounding the graveyard of the monastery Predigerkloster. Over the course of the centuries,
the figures were painted over multiple times. Some of
the fragments have been exposed to the first layer – the
version painted by Witz.

Konrad Witz’s style of painting was new in that he was
very careful about painting objects and fabrics to life
(detailed realism). The figures are so-called «Gewandfiguren», figures in robes, meaning their anatomy cannot
be determined under the massive amounts of fabric.
The objects, fabrics and figures appear to be threedimensional because of the way light and shadow are
used. Konrad Witz also painted large landscapes, using
the perspective in such a way as to make the audience
see the topography (Petrusaltar).
A second event, besides the council, puts Basel on
the map in the 15th century: the University is founded in
1460. The Pope himself, Pius II (formerly known as
Enea Silvio Piccolomini), gives the required permission,
having gotten to know the city during his stay as
secretary to Emperor Friedrich II during the council.

From idea
to facts
Conceptional idea: The art project is an important part
of the concept for the renovation of the hotel by Loeb
Sarli Architekten.
While referencing the story-telling quality of the murals
in the courtyard of the nearby Rathaus, the presence of
former illustrious visitors allows guests to wonder about
the city in time.
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